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             3532 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    This shirt is burgundy color which is a dark brownish-red. It seems that half of the world is demanding that other people kneel, and they're trying to intimidate those who don't.  Well we only kneel for one man, and he died on the cross. Show where...
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             1939 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Honor the unbreakable bond of brotherhood and let your brothers know that you are there for them with Warrior 12's "In Your Darkest Hour" shirt. This black t-shirt is more than just a piece of clothing, it serves as a pledge of unwavering support...
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                    [image: Front & back black t-shirt with the words 'Molon Labe,' meaning "Come and Take," and a coiled rattlesnake ready to defend an AR-15 printed on the shirt.]
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             2001 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Our Gadsden Snake shirt features a coiled rattlesnake ready to defend an AR-15. The original Gadsden flag was designed by American general Christopher Gadsden in 1775 during the revolutionary war. This design is available in Long Sleeves here:https://warrior12.com/products/gadsden-snake-long-sleeve This design is now available on a Tall Size shirt...
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                        Tell Me I'm Beautiful
                        
                    
                

      
             No reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Warrior 12's got something special for the ladies who pack a punch and prefer steel to flowers: the "Tell Me I'm Beautiful" shirt in classic black. This isn't just any tee. It's a statement, bold and clear: "Buy Me Guns and Tell Me I'm...
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             No reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Warrior 12 introduces the "Proud Mom" shirt in commanding black, a straightforward tribute to the mothers who stand tall in their roles, with pride as unwavering as the flag they salute. The shirt features the bold statement "Proud Mom," with the stark, powerful imagery...
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             No reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Warrior 12 unveils the "Proud Dad" shirt in solid black, a no-frills tribute to the fathers out there who wear their title like a badge of courage. It's more than fabric; it’s a declaration. "Proud Dad" stands tall on the front, flanked by the...
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    Warrior 12 introduces the "He Is Risen" shirt, a tribute to the unshakeable faith and enduring spirit. This isn’t just a piece of clothing; it's a proclamation. Envision a classic cross, standing firm and unyielding. At its base, the phrase "He Is Risen" emerges,...
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             1 review  

      

      
                        
                    

    Warrior 12 brings you the "American Death Dealer" t-shirt, a no-nonsense emblem of raw, unyielding spirit. This shirt isn't just cloth and dye; it's a statement. Picture this: a skull, not just any skull, but one that's ridden miles of open road, feeling the...
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             No reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Warrior 12's Texas Territory shirt in black isn't just another tee; it's a bold statement, blending the iconic Texas flag with a design made entirely of guns. This isn't just about wearing a piece of clothing; it's about bearing a symbol that speaks volumes...
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        [image: "We The People" is printed on a natural color t-shirt with the main design printed on the front and the back of this t-shirt has no printing. This shirt features our brand logo on the right sleeve and the American Flag on the left sleeve.]
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                        We The People
                        
                    
                

      
             5 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Warrior 12's latest gear to hit the shelves is something that strikes deep into the heart of what it means to be an American. It's the "We The People" shirt, in a natural color that seems to echo the very foundations of our nation....
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                    [image: "Warrior Mindset" is printed on a black t-shirt with the main design printed on the front and the back of this t-shirt has a vertical printing of the phrase "Embrace The Warrior Mindset." This shirt features our brand logo on the right sleeve and the American Flag on the left sleeve.]
        [image: The back of "Warrior Mindset" featuring the phrase "Embrace The Warrior Mindset."]
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             5 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Warrior 12's latest addition to the armory is something that goes beyond the fabric, the Warrior Mindset shirt in commanding black. This piece is more than apparel; it's a declaration, a badge of honor for those who understand that the true battle is won...
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                    [image: "Warrior Mindset" is printed on a black tank topt with the main design printed on the front and the back of this t-shirt has a vertical printing of the phrase "Embrace The Warrior Mindset."]
        [image: "Warrior Mindset" is printed on a black tank topt with the main design printed on the front and the back of this t-shirt has a vertical printing of the phrase "Embrace The Warrior Mindset."]
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             No reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Warrior 12 just launched the Warrior Mindset black women's tank top. This isn’t about just throwing on a tank; it’s about wearing your inner strength for the world to see. This tank is inspired by the warriors of old and the warriors among us...
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                    [image: "Stitched Bunny" is printed on a white t-shirt with the main design printed on the front and the back of this t-shirt has no printing. This shirt features our brand logo on the right sleeve and the American Flag on the left sleeve.]
        [image: "Stitched Bunny" is printed on a white t-shirt with the main design printed on the front and the back of this t-shirt has no printing. This shirt features our brand logo on the right sleeve and the American Flag on the left sleeve.]
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    Warrior 12 has thrown something different into the mix, a curveball that might catch you off guard if you're not paying attention: the Stitched Bunny on a crisp, white shirt. Now, before you jump to any conclusions about bunnies and warriors, let me walk...
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                    [image: An asphalt-gray t-shirt which has a design on the front "I like my guns like democrats like their voters: undocumented," with an AR-15 rifle.]
        [image: Undocumented]
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                        Undocumented
                        
                    
                

      
             56 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Warrior 12's "Undocumented" t-shirt comes in a front-print on asphalt gray for those who believe in holding firm to our rights. The design states, "I like my guns like democrats like their voters: undocumented," accompanied by the unmistakable outline of an AR-15 rifle. No...
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                    [image: Front & back black t-shirt with the words "Faith Over Fear" with a cross printed on the shirt.]
        [image: A black t-shirt with the words "Faith Over Fear" with a cross printed on the back of the shirt.]
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                        Faith Over Fear
                        
                    
                

      
             971 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    You can choose to be afraid of the things that you cannot control, or have faith that there's a plan.  Faith over fear. Get yours now. This design is available on a Tall Size shirt here:https://warrior12.com/products/faith-over-fear-tall-sizeThis design is available in Long Sleeves here:https://warrior12.com/products/faith-over-fear-long-sleevesThis design...
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                    [image: The front and back of a red t-shirt which has an image on the back with silhouettes of solders with the words "Remember Everyone Deployed, until they call come home." The front features a small pocket image which says R.E.D. in front of an American flag.]
        [image: The back of a red t-shirt which has an image with silhouettes of solders with the words "Remember Everyone Deployed, until they call come home."]
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                        Remember Everyone Deployed
                        
                    
                

      
             32 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Warrior 12's "Remember Everyone Deployed" t-shirt is your go-to shirt for every RED Friday. Because while we are at work gearing up for the weekend, there are American soldiers, gear in hand, miles and oceans away from their loved ones. The back of this...
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                    [image: Front & back black t-shirt with the words "In God we trust, guns are just backup" with an american eagle and the USA flag printed on the shirt.]
        [image: A black t-shirt with the words "In God we trust, guns are just backup" with an american eagle and the USA flag printed on the back of the shirt.]
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                        In God We Trust
                        
                    
                

      
             600 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    In God we trust, guns are just backup.
Get yours now.
This design is now available on a Tall Size shirt here:https://warrior12.com/products/in-god-we-trust-tall-size
This design is available in Long Sleeves here:https://warrior12.com/products/in-god-we-trust-long-sleeve
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                    [image: Front & back black t-shirt with the words "He who kneels before God can stand before anyone" with a knights templar kneeling holding a sword printed on the shirt.]
        [image: A black t-shirt with the words "He who kneels before God can stand before anyone" with a knights templar kneeling holding a sword printed on the back of the shirt.]
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                        He Who Kneels Before God
                        
                    
                

      
             850 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Express Your Spiritual Strength Wear your faith with pride with our He Who Kneels Before God Shirt. This spiritually-inspired piece is a testament to your unwavering devotion and spiritual strength. It's not just a shirt—it's an expression of your deeply held belief in the...
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                    [image: A navy blue t-shirt with an image on the back of a compass with a Christian Cross on it with the words "Faith is my Compass", and a small pocket image on the front of a cross.]
        [image: A navy blue t-shirt with an image on the back of a compass with a Christian Cross on it with the words "Faith is my Compass".]
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                        Faith Is My Compass
                        
                    
                

      
             38 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    The world is full of chaos, but you remain undisturbed, because you are guided by something greater than yourself. Now Warrior 12's "Faith is my Compass" shirt allows you to declare the way. We all face uncertainty, but when we remember to let our faith...
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                    [image: The front and back of a black t-shirt. The back features an image of a rattlesnake coiled around a rifle with the words "The First Amendment defines us, the Second Amendment defends us." The front of the shirt features a small pocket image in a rattlesnake coiled around a rifle.]
        [image: The back of a black t-shirt featuring an image of a rattlesnake coiled around a rifle with the words "The First Amendment defines us, the Second Amendment defends us."]
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                        Defending Freedom
                        
                    
                

      
             95 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Our right to free speech and the right to bear arms are so closely linked that one right cannot exist for long without the other. Show your support for the Second Amendment and the freedom it protects with Warrior 12's "Defending Freedom" t-shirt. This...
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                    [image: Introducing our Texas Strong T-shirt, a bold black tee featuring the iconic Lone Star emblem surrounded by closed borders, symbolizing Texas's stance on immigration.   Crafted for comfort and durability, this shirt is a powerful statement of Texan pride and resilience. Stand strong for the Lone Star State with style and conviction. ]
        [image: "Texas Strong" is printed on a Black t-shirt with the main design printed on the back and a small print on the front left chest.  This shirt features our brand logo on the right sleeve and the American Flag on the left sleeve.]
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    Introducing our Texas Strong T-shirt, a bold black tee featuring the iconic Lone Star emblem surrounded by closed borders, symbolizing Texas's stance on immigration.  Crafted for comfort and durability, this shirt is a powerful statement of Texan pride and resilience. Stand strong for the...
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                    [image: Front & back black t-shirt with the words "I'm your Huckleberry" with a cowboy printed on the shirt.]
        [image: A black t-shirt with the words "I'm your Huckleberry" with a cowboy printed on the back of the shirt.]
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                        I'm Your Huckleberry
                        
                    
                

      
             1555 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Embrace the Old West with Warrior 12's "I'm Your Huckleberry" shirt. This black t-shirt is a nod to the untamed spirit of the frontier and a declaration of your readiness to take on whatever challenges come your way. "I'm Your Huckleberry" – a declaration,...
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                    [image: Front & back black t-shirt with the "1776% Sure No One Will Be Taking My Guns."]
        [image: A black t-shirt with "1776% Sure No One Will Be Taking My Guns" on the back of the shirt.]
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             524 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    When tyranny ruled the land, the Founding Fathers fought and won a war for freedom. Knowing that their new country would need a standing army to defend itself from outside threats, they wanted to ensure that no tyrants could seize control of the army...
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                                        Men
                                    
Stand Tall, Stand Strong: Embrace the Warrior Within the Men's Collection
Shop Now
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                                        Women
                                    
Embrace Your Inner Warrior: Discover the Warrior 12 Women's Collection
Shop Now
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                                        Heritage
                                    
Honoring Tradition, Inspiring Warriors: Unveiling the Warrior 12 Heritage Collection
Shop Now
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                                        Viking
                                    
Fierce and Fearless: Dominate in Style with the Warrior 12 Vikings Collection
Shop Now
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                              Customers rate us 4.9/5
                              Based on 93151 reviews
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                    [image: Vintage Navy, Military Green, and Vintage Grey triblend t-shirts with the Warrior 12 logo and American Flag on the sleeves.]
        [image: Warrior Basics Triblend 3-Pack]
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                        Warrior Basics Triblend 3-Pack
                        
                    
                

      
             12 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Warrior 12 presents the "Warrior Basics" line - an essential selection of t-shirts designed with simplicity and versatility in mind. Triblend T-Shirt 3-Pack: Colors: One Vintage Navy, one Military Green, and one Vintage Grey shirt. Material: Triblend, a softer, resilient material blend to maximize...
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                    [image: Navy, White, and Asphalt Grey 100% cotton t-shirts with the Warrior 12 logo and an American Flag on the sleeves.]
        [image: Warrior Basics 100% Cotton T-Shirt 3-Pack]
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                        Warrior Basics 100% Cotton T-Shirt 3-Pack
                        
                    
                

      
             4 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Warrior 12 presents the "Warrior Basics" line - an essential selection of t-shirts designed with simplicity and versatility in mind. 100% Cotton T-Shirt 3-Pack: Colors: One White, one Asphalt Grey, and one Navy Blue shirt. Material: 100% combed ringspun cotton, offering classic comfort and...
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                    [image: Grey, Navy, and Hunter Green pocket t-shirts with the Warrior 12 logo and American Flag on the sleeves.]
        [image: Warrior Basics Pocket T-Shirt 3-Pack]
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                        Warrior Basics Pocket T-Shirt 3-Pack
                        
                    
                

      
             3 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Warrior 12 presents the "Warrior Basics" line - an essential selection of t-shirts designed with simplicity and versatility in mind. Pocket T-Shirt 3-Pack: Colors: One Forest Green, one Asphalt Grey, and one Navy Blue shirt. Feature: A pocket on the front, adding a touch...
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                              Customers rate us 4.9/5
                              Based on 93151 reviews
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                        17oz Blair Stainless Steel Bottle
                        
                    
                

      
             1 review  

      

      
                        
                    

    This bottle connects you to those days of adventure and discovery. Whether you're exploring a mountain trail or navigating the urban jungle, it's a nod to the human spirit's unyielding quest for exploration and challenge.  Crafted from high-quality stainless steel and designed for durability,...
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             No reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    This bottle isn't just about keeping your wine at the perfect temperature. It's about the spirit of those who worked the land and defended it, who understood the value of savoring a moment of peace amidst chaos. It's for those evenings when you're reflecting...
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                        19oz Double Wall Vacuum Bottle With Cork Lid
                        
                    
                

      
             No reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    This bottle is a nod to that history. The double-wall vacuum insulation represents the best of modern tech, keeping your drink at just the right temperature. But that cork lid, it's a touch of the past, a reminder of nature's gifts and their role...
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             No reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    This tumbler is a nod to those folks – the adventurers, the soldiers, the explorers who knew the value of a reliable container. Whether you're filling it with coffee to kickstart your day or something cool to wind down, it's about the journey, not...
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                        20oz Double Wall Tumbler With Vacuum Sealer Lid
                        
                    
                

      
             No reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    This tumbler's vacuum sealer lid is the peak of that innovation. It's a salute to those who traveled long distances, who needed their sustenance to last, whether they were crossing deserts, mountains, or new frontiers. Made with high-quality materials and designed for lasting use,...
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                        12oz Napa Stemless Wine Tumbler
                        
                    
                

      
             No reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    The 12oz Napa Stemless Wine Tumbler from Warrior 12 this isn't just a wine tumbler; it's a conversation starter. It's for those evenings when you're sharing stories with friends, maybe recalling tales from your own battles, be it in the military, law enforcement, or...
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                        16oz Stainless Steel Red Party Cup
                        
                    
                

      
             No reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    It's a salute to those gatherings that bring us together, where stories are told, and bonds are strengthened. But it's also a wink to our collective past. Think about the soldiers, the blue-collar workers, the everyday people who've come together throughout history, finding camaraderie...
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             No reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    This glass connects you to a simpler time, but also to those who knew the value of hard work and the sweet taste of a job well done. It's not fancy, but it's honest. Whether you're sipping iced tea, lemonade, or something a bit...
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                              Customers rate us 4.9/5
                              Based on 93151 reviews
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                        The Crusader Flexfit (Black)
                        
                    
                

      
             192 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    
The Crusader Flexfit hat features the Warrior 12 crusader cross embroidered on black a Flexfit hat.
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                        Army Green Slouch Beanie - W12 Black Patch
                        
                    
                

      
             2 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Army Green Adult Slouch Beanie with Warrior 12 Black Embroidered Patch This isn't just a casual piece of headgear; it's a stylish nod to a proud legacy. Picture a chilly day, you're out and about, and you pull on this army green-colored slouch beanie. It's...
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             No reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Dark Gray Adult Cuffed Knit Beanie with Pom Pom Hat - Warrior 12 Black Embroidered Patch This isn't just a winter hat; it's a piece of gear with a dash of fun and a serious backbone. Picture a cold, snowy day. You're heading out,...
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                        The Warrior Strapback Hat (Kryptek Highlander)
                        
                    
                

      
             33 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    The Warrior hat features the Warrior 12 shield embroidered on a Kryptek Highlander camo strapback hat.
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    The Crusader Flexfit hat features the Warrior 12 crusader cross embroidered on white a Flexfit hat.
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             No reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Dark Gray Adult Line Knit Beanie with Warrior 12 Dark Brown Embroidered Patch Now, a beanie isn't just a piece of clothing to keep your head warm; it's got a bit of character, a bit of history. Imagine you're stepping out on a brisk morning,...
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             37 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    The Warrior Flexfit features the Warrior 12 shield embroidered on a black flexfit hat.
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             No reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Light Gray Adult Microfleece Beanie with Warrior 12 Black Embroidered Patch This isn't just any beanie; it's a fusion of modern comfort and a proud warrior ethos. Imagine it's a cold day, the kind that bites at your ears and nose. You slip on...
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                        The Warrior Flexfit (Multicam Black)
                        
                    
                

      
             59 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    The Warrior Flexfit features the Warrior 12 shield embroidered on a Multicam black flexfit hat.
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                        Thin Blue Line Shamrock Flexfit (Black)
                        
                    
                

      
             39 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Thin Blue Line Shamrock Flexfit is embroidered on a black flexfit hat.
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                    [image: An American Spartan decal  with a crest bearing a Spartan helmet with the American flag overlaying it.]
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                        American Spartan Crest Decal
                        
                    
                

      
             203 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    A crest bearing a Spartan helmet with the American flag overlaying it. 'Molon Labe' (meaning "Come and Take"), the famous words spoken by King Leonidas to the Persians as he stood with the 300 Spartans to defend Greece is written in it's true Greek...
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                        Gadsden Snake Decal
                        
                    
                

      
             168 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Our Gadsden Snake decal features a coiled rattlesnake ready to defend an AR-15. The original Gadsden flag was designed by American general Christopher Gadsden in 1775 during the revolutionary war. The rattlesnake represented the liberty of the early American colonies, and the flag was one of the...
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                        American Crusader Flag Decal
                        
                    
                

      
             115 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Our American Crusader flag decal is a combination of the Knights Templar flag and cross appearing through the American flag.
Product Details:

Premium Vinyl Die Cut Decal
5" Wide X 3" High
UV Coating For Outdoor / Indoor Use
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                        Thin Blue Line Shamrock Flag Decal
                        
                    
                

      
             131 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    
Thin Blue Line Shamrock Flag Decal
Product Details:

Premium Vinyl Die Cut Decal
UV Coating
4" Wide X 4" High
Indoor Or Outdoor Use
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                    [image: An Don't Tread On Me' Gadsden flag decal appearing through a subdued tactical American flag.]
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                        American Gadsden Don't Tread On Me Flag Decal
                        
                    
                

      
             90 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    A decal and combination of the iconic 'Don't Tread On Me' Gadsden flag appearing through a subdued tactical American flag.
Product Details:

Premium Vinyl Die Cut Decal
5" Wide X 3" High
UV Coating For Outdoor / Indoor Use
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             121 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Our Liberty or Death decal pays tribute to the heroes who fought for American independence. Thanks to their courage, we were freed from tyranny, and we're not going back. "Give me liberty, or dive me death!" -Patrick Henry, 1775 Get yours now.This design is available on...
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    Thin Blue Line American Flag Distressed Decal
Product Details:

Premium Vinyl Die Cut Decal
UV Coating
5" Wide X 3" High
Indoor Or Outdoor Use
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                    [image: A Victory or Valhalla decal pays tribute to fearless American warriors who know that it is better to die with honor in battle than to live in shame as a coward.]
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    Our Victory or Valhalla decal pays tribute to fearless American warriors who know that it is better to die with honor in battle than to live in shame as a coward. Victory or Valhalla! Get your decal now.This design is available on a t-shirt here:https://warrior12.com/products/american-viking...
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                    [image: A decal with the words "Come And Take Them" with 2 guns and American flag wings made out of magazine clips.]
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    Come And Take Them, Freedom Wings Decal! 
Product Details: 

Premium Vinyl Die Cut Decal
UV Coating
4" Wide X 3.9" High
Indoor Or Outdoor Use
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                    [image: A decal and combination of the iconic Jack Rackham Pirate flag appearing through the American flag.]
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    A decal and combination of the iconic Jack Rackham Pirate flag appearing through the American flag.
Product Details:

Premium Vinyl Die Cut Decal
UV Coating
5" Wide X 3" High
Indoor Or Outdoor Use
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 Verified Reviews
 
 
 

  







  
      
        Let customers speak for us

        
          
          
            from 93151 reviews
          
        
      

            
  
 Love the shirt! Faith over fear

 
 
   Geoffrey 
  04/09/2024 
 
   [image: Faith Over Fear]   Faith Over Fear 
  
    
  
 I like it good fit

 
 
   Gary Parker 
  04/09/2024 
 
   [image: No Easy Life]   No Easy Life 
  
    
  
 I like it good fit

 
 
   Gary Parker 
  04/09/2024 
 
   [image: American Infidel]   American Infidel 
  
    
  
 This was a gift for my Sister, a retired Navy fighter pilot and mother of 4.  She L;OVED it!!

 
 
   David Sullivan 
  04/09/2024 
 
   [image: Just A Regular Mom - Women's Relaxed Fit]   Just A Regular Mom - Women's Relaxed Fit 
  
    
  Gadsden Snake
 I just love this shirt and message

 
 
   Jill Gruberger 
  04/09/2024 
 
   [image: Gadsden Snake]   Gadsden Snake 
  
    
  I love this and all my shirts!!
 As with all my other purchase this item is 100% AWESOME!!! Well made, high quality materials, couldn't ask for better! I will order again & again. Thanks Warrior XII for a superb product and an awesome mission. Wish there were more companies like you!!!

 
 
   Lianne Moore 
  04/09/2024 
 
   [image: Dad By The Grace Of God]   Dad By The Grace Of God 
  
    
  Love this shop!!!!!
 As with all my other purchase this item is 100% AWESOME!!! Well made, high quality materials, couldn't ask for better! I will order again again. Thanks Warrior XII for a superb product and an awesome mission. Wish there were more companies like you!!!

 
 
   Lianne Moore 
  04/09/2024 
 
   [image: Hot Leathers BCA1015 Iron Eagle POW Ball Cap]   Hot Leathers BCA1015 Iron Eagle POW Ball Cap 
  
    
  It's great!
 It's great!

 
 
   Robert Babcock 
  04/09/2024 
 
   [image: I'm Your Huckleberry Magnet]   I'm Your Huckleberry Magnet 
  
    
  Great shirt
 LOVE THE SHIRT. AFTER THE FIRST WASH, THEY'RE THE PERFECT FIT AND SUPER COMFORTABLE

 
 
   Rick Nieto 
  04/09/2024 
 
   [image: Saint Michael The Warrior]   Saint Michael The Warrior 
  
    
  Great shirt
 LOVE THE SHIRT. AFTER THE FIRST WASH, THEY'RE THE PERFECT FIT AND SUPER COMFORTABLE.

 
 
   Rick Nieto 
  04/09/2024 
 
   [image: Hoist The Black Flag]   Hoist The Black Flag 
  
    
  Viking Metal!
 Great design, great slogan and great quality.

 
 
   Mark Rohrer 
  04/09/2024 
 
   [image: I Am The Storm]   I Am The Storm 
  
    
  Worthy of a Viking.
 Great design and excellent quality. 

Says exactly what I wanted it to say.

 
 
   Mark Rohrer 
  04/09/2024 
 
   [image: Viking By Blood - Long Sleeve]   Viking By Blood - Long Sleeve 
  
    
  
 A truly great experience all around and the thank you note from your phenomenal company was just the icing on the cake. Needless to say im happy to support such an ethical company who supports our bravest men & women you will definitely receive more purchases from myself in the future.

 
 
   Justin 
  04/08/2024 
 
   [image: Hooligan]   Hooligan 
  
    
  
 Love the shirt is a perfect St. Patrick’s Day shirt. Thank you.

 
 
   Patrick 
  04/08/2024 
 
   [image: Irish Gentleman]   Irish Gentleman 
  
    
  
 Love it!!!

 
 
   Carter 
  04/08/2024 
 
   [image: Bottle Coolers]   Bottle Coolers 
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  INFORMATION

        	
              
                About Us
              
            
	
              
                Loyalty Page
              
            
	
              
                Collaborators/Influencers
              
            
	
              
                ID.me Discount
              
            
	
              
                Blogs
              
            
	
              
                Become a Retailer
              
            
	
              
                Wholesale
              
            
	
              
                Shipping And Production
              
            
	
              
                Frequently Asked Questions
              
            
	
              
                Returns And Exchanges
              
            
	
              
                Privacy Policy
              
            
	
              
                Warrior 12 is part of the Patriot Way, LLC family.
              
            


      





            
          
            
            
              




  Contact Us

        

  



              403B 5th St
Richmond,TX 77469

            

          

  



              877.727.7279 

            

          

  



              customerservice@warrior12.com

            

          


    

  

Social Links
	
                Facebook
                
            
	
                
    
        
    
Instagram
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Twitter
                
            


  





            
          
            
            
              
JOIN THE MOVEMENT

      
        Sign up and get access to exclusive deals and coupons!
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          © 2023 Warrior 12 Powered by Patriots
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                    [image: Front & back burgundy t-shirt with the words "I only kneel for one man, and he died on the cross" with a cross printed on the shirt.]
        [image: A burgundy t-shirt with the words "I only kneel for one man, and he died on the cross" with a cross printed on the back of the  shirt.]
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                        Only Kneel For One
                        
                    
                

      
             3532 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    This shirt is burgundy color which is a dark brownish-red. It seems that half of the world is demanding that other people kneel, and they're trying to intimidate those who don't.  Well we only kneel for one man, and he died on the cross. Show where...
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                    [image: Front & back black t-shirt with the words "In your darkest hour when the demons come, call on me, brother, and we will fight them together" with a soldier printed on the shirt.]
        [image: A black t-shirt with the words "In your darkest hour when the demons come, call on me, brother, and we will fight them together" with a soldier printed on the back of the shirt.]
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                        In Your Darkest Hour
                        
                    
                

      
             1939 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Honor the unbreakable bond of brotherhood and let your brothers know that you are there for them with Warrior 12's "In Your Darkest Hour" shirt. This black t-shirt is more than just a piece of clothing, it serves as a pledge of unwavering support...
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                    [image: Front & back black t-shirt with the words 'Molon Labe,' meaning "Come and Take," and a coiled rattlesnake ready to defend an AR-15 printed on the shirt.]
        [image: A black t-shirt with the words 'Molon Labe,' meaning "Come and Take," and a coiled rattlesnake ready to defend an AR-15 printed on the back of the shirt.]
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                        Gadsden Snake
                        
                    
                

      
             2001 reviews  

      

      
                        
                    

    Our Gadsden Snake shirt features a coiled rattlesnake ready to defend an AR-15. The original Gadsden flag was designed by American general Christopher Gadsden in 1775 during the revolutionary war. This design is available in Long Sleeves here:https://warrior12.com/products/gadsden-snake-long-sleeve This design is now available on a Tall Size shirt...
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                    [image: Front & back burgundy t-shirt with the words "I only kneel for one man, and he died on the cross" with a cross printed on the shirt.]
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    This shirt is burgundy color which is a dark brownish-red. It seems that half of the world is demanding that other people kneel, and they're trying to intimidate those who don't.  Well we only kneel for one man, and he died on the cross. Show where...
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                    [image: Front & back black t-shirt with the words "In your darkest hour when the demons come, call on me, brother, and we will fight them together" with a soldier printed on the shirt.]
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    Honor the unbreakable bond of brotherhood and let your brothers know that you are there for them with Warrior 12's "In Your Darkest Hour" shirt. This black t-shirt is more than just a piece of clothing, it serves as a pledge of unwavering support...
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    Our Gadsden Snake shirt features a coiled rattlesnake ready to defend an AR-15. The original Gadsden flag was designed by American general Christopher Gadsden in 1775 during the revolutionary war. This design is available in Long Sleeves here:https://warrior12.com/products/gadsden-snake-long-sleeve This design is now available on a Tall Size shirt...
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